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AGGREGAIE A'ITRACIION MEASURES FOR DISAGGREGATE

DESTINATION CHOICE MODELS

RUGH P. BROWN
Lecturer,
Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Melbourne,

ABSTRACT ,: For highZy discretionary travel, such as for shopping
and outdoor recreation, measures of destination
att1'act'iveness are difficult to properly define or
quantifY" In a linked set of choice model-s, poor
specification of' the destination choice component
reduce the performance of the whoZe set, The paper
desaribes a way of est'imating an aggregate measure
of destination attractiveness ,from the observed .f~ows,
bypassing problems and costs of' data aollection,
model speci,fiaation and estimat'ion" The approach is
used in a case study; aggregate attration measures
are estimated using a singly constrained gravity
model, and inaluded 'in a destination choice model.
Performance was marg'inaUy superior to the usual
approaah,
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AGGREGATE ATTRACTION MEASURES FOR

DISAGGREGATE DESTINATION CHOICE MODELS

INTRODUCTION

This paper is concerned with the development of a
methodology fol:' the deteImination of destination attractiveness,
in the examples used for outdoor recreation travel, but of more
general applicability to a range of travel purposes" For
several travel purposes, particularly the work trip,
attractiveness measures are simply the quantity of activity
opportuni ties available at the destination, and are relatively
easily determined" other" trip purposes have much less clearly
defined activities associated with them, and hence measures of
activity opportunities are more difficult to obtain.. In these
cases, individual needs and activity requirements, together with
per'cept,ions of the relat,ive quality of alternative locations
for their satisfact,ion, form the destination attractiveness
measure" Examples of trip purposes of this type are non-
essential shopping and social/recreation t,raveL Modelling
of purposes of this type in an individual choice modelling
context properly requires identification of individual measures
of att,ractiveness for all relevant destinations, quite obviously
an impossible t.ask. The second-best approach is the
exhaustive quantification of all activity opportunities
pot,entially relevant to the particular purpose" While not
impossible, this is still an enormous taski the quality of the
resulting choice model will largely depend upon how well it is

undertaken"

The destination choice model is ext,rernely important in
the sequence of individual choice models necessary to describe
travel purposes of the above type" The inevitable errors that
will result, fr'om an incomplete description of destination
attractiveness can introduce significant errors into the whole
sequence" Because of this problem, and because of the
enormity of the data collection task necessary to otherwise
overcome it, an alt,ernative approach is proposed"

The basis of this approach is that the data sample to
be used for' the est,imation of individual choice models will
already reflect an aggregate (i"e", measured across all elements
in the data set) measure of destination att,raction" If this
implicit measure can be extr'acted from the data, without
detailing its composition or structure, and fr'ee of non
attraction influences on destination choice~ then specification
of the individual attributes of attractiveness will be
unnecessary" It is suggested that this can be achieved through
the direct, estimation of the attraction measures in a singly
constrained gravity model

These aggregat,e destination-specific measures can then
be used as composite attraction measures in a destination
choice model estimated on individual data"

The advantages of this approach are: (i) the considerable
task of detailing all relevant attraction measures for each
destination is avoided; (ii) loss of model accuracy thr'ough
an incomplete specificat,ion of the measures is avoided, and
hence the performance of models higher in the sequence of
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choices is maintained; (iii) technical difficulties
estimation of the parameters of more than one "size"

l~~~nt'~:~~:~mv~~a.jr.;i;~abledescribing attractiveness are bypassed;'t of the parameters associated with the more
travel time, cost and socioeconomic variables

choice can proceed unencumbered by the foregoing
(v) isolation of the elements of attractiveness

might be important for policy purposes can be undertaken
the choice modelling process"

These aspects are amplified in the paper, which describes
more det,ail the approach, a validation test, and an

to the modelling of outdoor recreational travel"

The approach to obtaining aggregate measures of
de,st:illa.tion attractiveness is summarised below; before doing

however, the destination choice model that would otherwise be
is presented in detail., The individual choice

m()dEHnngl:~~:~~~~;~;:n~onwhich the model is based is well known; ac of the theoretical basis for and properties
logit (MNL) model used in this study is given

Hensher and Johnson (1980). The modelling of hierarchical
structures for outdoor recreational travel is discussed

in Brown et al (1979), Hensher and Johnson (1980), pps. 311-316,
and in another paper at this Forum (Wisdom and Brown (1982)).

The MNL form of the choice model using a
single measure of destination attractiveness may be wri tt,en as

nportant in
to describe

:= errors that
Lnation
:0 the whole
: the
)therwise

U,
e )
--U-.

L.e J
)

( 1)

When multiple measures of attractiveness are necessary,
as in circumstances already discussed, the form of the utility

where X
kj

are the non-attraction at,tributes of

destination j, such as travel time, cost, and
relevant, socioeconomic characterist,ics of the

individual ..
A. = a measure of attraction.

)
Note that A. must enter' the utility function in logarithmic form,

)with a coefficient of 1 .. 0, to ensure independence of destination
choice probabilities with respect to destination size ..

sample to
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; all elements
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where

u,
)

probability that an individual will choose
destination j from the set of available
alt,ernatives "
the utility function describing the
dest,ination j, for that individual

(2 )
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AGGREGATE ATTRACTION MEASURES

S.Q. j are "size" variables describing quantities of

activity opportunities available at the destination,
or some proxy measures of these"

If there is inte:r'est in the component elements S~j of Aj ,

these can be separately determined outside the choice modelling
process, as conceptually

where rr .. is the observed matrix of destination choice
~J

probabilities, Tij/P i

A
j

corresponds to the second te:rm in eqn" (3), but

is estimated as a single parameter from eqn" (4) ..

f(C
ij

, A) is a standard impedance (generalised cost)

function,
8

j
, A are other parameters to be estimated"

The estimated value of A. can then be included in
J

eqn (2), and the l:'emaining parameters estimated in the second

stage"

What is required is a means of replacing the second term
in equation (3) with the second term in equat,ion (2), enabling
the parameters of equation (2) to be readily estimated.. This
is achieved in a two-stage process, as descI:ibed below"

Estimating the Destination Choice Model: A Two Stage Approach

It is suggested that measurement and inclusion in
equation (3) of disaggregate attraction variables is unnecessary,
as the observed destination choices already imply aggregate
measures of at,tractiveness" These can be recovered from the
data by estimating an aggregate model of the form

This form is intrinsically non-linear in the parameters, and
usual maximum likelihood estimation procedures break down as
this nonlinearity increases (Daly, 1982). In practice, only
a few variables can be included before this occurs, severely
limiting model specification even in the absence of problems
with variable identification, quantification and data collection"

where

function changes to become (Daly, 1980, 1982)

L-l
~ (B~S~j +
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Regression analysis can be used to isolate the relevant
elements {Sn'}' which can then be included in equation (3) for

h)
parameter estimation" Note that while S.Q. from equation (3)

will no~ be the same as Yt from equation (5), one should
ideally be a monotonic transformation of the other,

The Aggregate Model and its Estimation

The aggregat,e model form previously suggested is a version
of the well known singly constrained gravity model given
familiarity in the transport field by cesario (1973)" In this
version, productions and attractions are not input variables, as
in the usual trip distribution model, but unknown attributes of
the origin and destination to be estimated. The parameters of
the non-attraction variables in the impedance function are

estimated at the same time ..

A variety of model estimation procedures are possible;
maximum likelihood or non-linear least squares are most usual.
At the time that this work was undertaken, these procedures were
not available to the author, and a transformation of
equation (4) enabling the use of ordinary least squares (OLS)
was used instead. Subsequent work by the author has demonstrated
that, the parameter estimates obtained from this transformation
are very close to those from the other techniques (Brow~, 1982),
and it is therefore considered to be adequate for the purposes
of testing the validity of the suggest,ed approach.,

In order to maintain similarity of assumptions about the
form of the ut,ili ty function and the nature of the error terms
with both the aggregate and disaggregate models (equations (4)
and (1)), the deterrence funXCiQn in the aggregate model was
assumed to be of the form e- ~J, and an exponentially distributed

random error term is included" Then

1, i k

The use of OLS requires two sets of dummy variables to be
defined" The first follows from the observ:.ation that for any
or~g~n, the denominator of (6) is a constant" Hence it can be
replaced by an origin - specific dummy variable and its influence
captured by th~ estimation of an associated parameter" A set
of (i-I) such dummy variables ODk is used, whel:'e

~ion choice

eqn .. (3), but

lm eqn .. (4) ..

leralis ed COS t)

Lrnated"

llded in

t1 the second

~. -AC .. £ ..

A.) e
1) e

1)

IT •• = )

1) ~. -Ac ..
~ A.) e 1)

j
)

~. -Ac ..

Then In IT. • = ~j lnA j - ACij
- In (~ A) e 1)

1) j )
+ E ..

1)

(6 )

( 7)

ents

oice

SRj of Aj ,

modelling

(5)

O,i'lk"

The second set of dummy variables is used t,o capture the
attractiveness influence directly, by noting that ~n Aj

is constant fOl:' any destination n Hence the parameter B. can be)
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Cesario OLS Approximation

Al
0,458 0 .. 497

Att

A2
0 .. 995 1.. 215

A3
2 .. 628 2 .. 276

A4
1..065 0 .. 957

A5
0.782 0.782

AGGREGATE ATTRACTION MEASURES

recovered as a measure of A
j

by replacing {.\I.,n Aj } with a set

of dummy variables AD~, where

1 if j

oifji£

There will be (j-l) such dummy variables, which is equivalent
to obtaining relative attractiveness measures, relative to the
attractiveness of the zone chosen as the base, for which
A. == 1"0,, The Q.ttractiveness measure is then given by the

] ~ .
anti log of Sj' e J"

The transformed model to be est,irnated becomes

( 8)

A validation Test of the Estimation Methodology.

The estimation methodology outlined appears clumsy, and
must give rise to doubts about its ability to recover consistent
and unbiased estimates of A." To assess its performance in

]
this regard, the data reported by Cesario (1973) was used ..
This data ,relates to travel to outdoor recreation sites in
Pennsylvania; a total of 33,461 trips were reported from 10
origin counties to 5 recreation par'ks as destinat,ions ..
Attractiveness estiroat,es were obtained and are reported in

Table 1..

Est,imates of A. from equat,ion (B) were obtained from
the data, to be compared with those estimated by Cesario"
Destination 5 was taken as the base, and the results normalised
to ensure comparability" These are reported in Table 1"

Table 1: Comparison of OLS Approximat,ion Attractiveness
Estimates with Cesario's Estimates

It is not possible to obtain a measure of the standar'd
error of estimate of the above parameters, or confidence
intervals given the transformations they have undergone"
Nevertheless, the results indicate a high degree of consistency
with those of Cesario, and indicate that the estimation technique
can r'ecover the paramet,ers with reasonable precision" For the
purposes of testing the validity of replacing disaggr'egate with
aggregate att.raction measures, it will be quite adequate ..
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AN APPLICATION OF THE APPROACH

A case study testing the proposed met,hodology is
presented.. Attractiveness measures are estimated as outlined
previously, and the measures used in an MNL model of destination
choice" The results are compared with a model specified on
individual destination attributes.. Finally, an at,tempt is
made to develop a relationship between aggregate and individual
attractiveness attributes, using regression analysis"

Case Study: Recreation Travel in Wisconsin, U.S .A,.

The destination choice subrnodel of a set of models of
destination, duration and frequency choices for' weekend out
door recreational travel developed for the Wisconsin D,D"T"
by Cambridge systematics, Inc" (Brown et al (1979)), is
reproduced in Table 2" Household and travel data come from
a household interview survey; 749 households were ret,ained
for analysis, representing 359 trips.. Highway travel times
came from a comput.er representation of the state highway network"

*

,,95

L2

,96

-,),,9

-8" 5
-4,3

-4,. ')
-4,0
-2,,1

-4,0

t-statistic

,,107

.. 68

,024.,

1.0

-,,0155
-" OllS
-"Olll

-,,013
-0082
-,,0076

-.,669

Coefficient

population at desintation
(million)
Travel time (minutes):

For travellers wi thout
childl::'en under 12:

Trip duration 2 days
Trip duration = 3 days
Trip duration = 4 days

For travellers with
children under 12:

Trip duration 2 days
Tr'ip duration = 3 days
Trip duration = 4 days

Attraction Variables
Area of named lakes at
destination (thousands of
acres) - VAR(8), App., A.
Number of beaches (public
and private) VAR (11)
Length of trout streams at
destination (miles) - VAR (24)
Land area of destination
(acres x 10 6

- VAR (4)

"Normal" variables

Variable

eT~a~b~1~e=-~2~,c-~H~o~m~e~-~B~a~s~e=dWeekend Recreational Trip Destination Model

* Coefficient constrained equal to 1: no t":'value estimated"

N = '749 households, 359 t,rips
L(O) -972, log likelihood with all coefficients zero"
L(*) -876, log likelihood at, estimated values"

2 L(*) _
P 1 - L (0) - ,,10

ximation

activeness

7
.5
'6
,7
12

t.ained from
Cesario"

J.lts normalised
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AGGREGATE ATTRACTION MEASURES

Table 3: Aggregate attractiveness measures for
15 Wisconsin destinations

The meaSUl:'es of destination attr'activeness used were pr'ovided
at the planning region level by the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources. The data were completely homogeneous
across all regions, and relatively comprehensive. The measures
used in the choice model were selected by trial-and-error

testing for inclusion in the model" Those available are listed

in Appendix A ..

The
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25
36
17
19
16
42
20
29
28
57

9
6

20
15
20 /359

No of
trips
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0,,64
0,,82
0,73
0,,65
0,53
0,,83
0,,60
0,,85
1..56
2" 19
0,62
0,,33
1..02
0" 80
1..0

Aggregate
attractiveness

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Destination

Aggregate attractiveness measures were estimated as
previously described.. The trip data, existing at a '72 origin
x 15 destination level, was receded to a 15 x 15 matrix to
reduce the nurnbe:r of cells with zero entries that would other
wise result from such a small data base. Zero entries were
recoded to 0.1, a procedure which introduces some bias, but is
considered adequate for the hypothesis-testing purpose of the
exercise. The t:r:avel time matrix, also at a 72 x 15 level,
was collapsed using an unweighted average of the times from
the origin zones comprising the origin district, to a 15 x 15
leveL, Some loss of variance will necessarily result from
this, reducing the precision of the time parameter estimates ..
This is not considered a problem, given the purposes of the

study ..

The at,tractiveness measures estimated are given in
Table 3, together with actual trips recorded for each of the
15 destinations" Parameters for the dummy variables
representing the accessibility influence were estimated, but
are not reported, as they are of little interest to the study ..
They were relatively consistent across all models estimated

(which included a variety of model forms) and hence it was
apparent that the procedure adequately r'epresented the
accessibility influence"
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These measures are relative to that for the base
destination, for which A. = 1,,0, as only (j-l) parameters can

J
be estimated" The paramet,er for the omitted destination is
by inference zero, and as the measure of attaactiveness is given
by the anti log of the estimated parameter, e J, the base
attraction measure is 1,00" standard errors for these
estimates cannot be calculated as SUChi an indication only of
their confidence intervals can be obtained by taking
exp (l3

j
± 1,,65 * S"E" (Sj))" These are not, reported, but ar'e

quite wideifor destinations 12 and 10 (the lowest and highest
attractions respectively) the intervals as calculated are
0,,18 _ 0,,60, and 1,,43 - 3,,36, Not a great deal can be inferred
from this, other than that the method us(~ci does not recover
efficient estimates of attractiveness"

The Disaggregate Model With A~egate Attr'action Measures

The aggregate attraction measures reported in Table 3
were used in the destination choice model, replacing the
jndividual attraction measures reported in Table 2" The results
are given in Table 4 which includes for ease of comparison the
relevant parameter estimates from Table 2, for the fully
disaggregate model,

Table 4: Destination choice model using aggregate attractiveness
measur'es

iven in
ach of the
1es
mated, but
o the study"
estimated
it was

I the

population
Tra'J'el time, without
children, dur'ation

Travel time with
children, duration

Attractiveness

LLHD(O)
LLHD(*)
p'

2
3
4

2
3
4

Model with A9g(A j )

-0" 32 (-2" 2)

-0.011(-4,,0)
-0.006(-2,,9)
-0,,006(-1.6)

-0,,014(-6,,9)
-0,,010(-7 5)
-0.009(-3,,4)

(1.0)

-972 .. 2
-874.7

0.100

Base model

-0,,67(-4 .. 0)

-0.013 (-4 ,,7\
·-0.JOB(-4 .. 0)
-0.008(-2.1)

-0.016(-7 .. 9)
·-0.012(-8.5)
-0,,011(-4.3)

Plus other
measures as
per Table 2
-·972 .. 2
-876.1

0.099

The results clearly demonstrate the ability of the
aggregate attr'activeness measure to capture the effects of the
individual measures. Use of the aggregate attractiveness
meaSUI:'e results in a destination choice model which is marginally
superior to that obtained from a set of individual attractiveness
variables, on the basis of the final value of the log-likelihood
function. (It should be noted, however, that on the basis of
the specification test -2 (L

U
- LR) = 2" 8, which is less than the

relevant X2 statistic at 10% and 3 d.o"f., that the models ar'e
not significantly different). The parameter of the population
variable has been significantly reduced, but while the parameters
of the time variables have all decreased slightly, the

l45
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A final test, of the usefulness of the aggregate attraction
measure remains" It was suggested earlier that the absence
of detailed attr'action var'iables from the model meant that
potentially important information was not, available to policy
makers, particularly those concerned with the administration
of recreation sites and facilities. It was not,ed however that
this problem could be overcome outside the modelling process
itself, by relating the aggregate measure to its components
through a technique such as regression analysis ..

This test was under'taken, using the aggregate measut'e
previously obtained, and the set of attraction measures available,
as listed in Appendix A" Regression analys'is was used, with
the aggregate measure as the dependent variable" The basic
problem encountered was that the set of variables are all highly
inter-correlated, with many measuring similar attributes in
slightly different forms" A trial-and-error approach was used
to overcome this problem" This involved regression analysis

Relating Aggregate and Disaggregate Measures

Finally, it should be noted that even with the availability
of a comprehensive and consistent set of destination descriptors,
isolation of the "best" subset of attraction measures pr'oved
a lengthy process.. The use of the aggregate measure repr'esented
a considerable saving in time and effort by comparison" As it
enables the otherwise costly and lengthy process of data
collection to be dispensed with altogether if desired, as well
as reducing the t,ime necessary for model development, it is
obviously a highly worthwhile approach"

In most applications, for which only a limited set of
attraction measures would usually be available, the approach
outlined and validated in this paper could be expected to
provide an improved model performance"

AGGREGATE ATTRACTION MEASURES

In assessing the performance of this approach, and of
the usefulness of the aggregate measure, one aspect of the
context. in which the base dest,ination choice model was estirnat,ed
must be borne in mind" This is that for the original study,
a large number of measures of outdoor recreational opportunities
were available.. Further, these were consistent across the
entire study ar'ea, which enabled all destinations to be
described in termS of attract,iveness by a consistent and
comprehensive set of variables. This situation is highly
unusual; no such parallel data set exists in Australia" As
a consequence, the final set, of attractiveness measures entering
the model are likely to be improved upon only with difficultv"
Hence it should not, be expect,ed that use of an aggregate attract,ion
measure would significant,ly improve the model. If it were to
provide a model of even equal performance, the suggested
procedure would be validated" It in fact goes slightly beyond

this"

differences are not significant at the 5% level" The slight
decrease may be due in part to the presence of residual
accessibility influences in the estimated aggregate attractiveness
measures. That they are not greater attests to the ability
of the OLS transformation used to capture pure attractiveness

measures fx'om the aggregate model"
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using a series of subsets of the variables" Those that.
consistently pIoved to be either insignificant or of the wrong
(negative) sign after' repeated analyses were progressively
excluded. This approach worked reasonably well, and provided
the following "best," relationship:

le slight
lal
ittractiveness
ability

:::tiveness AGG.ATT
0 .. 0004 2*VAR (24) +0. 000 46*VAR( 22) +0.00 14 *VAR (11) +0 .. 42

(3 .. 0) (2 .. 2) (Ll) (4 .. 1)

\~
i I

II i

I
i

\

I
I

0 .. 775

where the variables are as described in Appendix A"

1 2

population -0. 67 (-4 .. 1) -0 .. 65 (-3.9)

Travel time, no childr"en,

duration 2 -0 .. 014 (-5 .. 3) -0 .. 014 (-5.0)

= 3 -0 .. 010 (-4.9) -0 .. 009 (-4 .. 5)

= 4 -0 .. 009 (-2.6) -0 .. 009 (-2 .. 4)

Travel time, with children,

duration 2 -0 . Oll (· .. 8.7) -O .. Oll (-83)

= 3 -·0 .. 013 (-9 .. 5) -0.013 (-8 .. 9)

= 4 -0 .. 013 (~4. 9) -0.012 (-4.6)

VAR 22 (Lake area foI' boating) 8.395 ( 2,lll lL13 ( L5)

VAR 24 (Length trout streams) 19.5 ( 2 .. 7) 8 .. 71 ( 2 .. 8)

VAR 11 (Total number beaches) (LO) (LO)

VAR 08 (Area named lakes) N .. A .. 0.19 L7)

LLHD (0 )
-972 .. 2 ·-972 .. 2

LLHD (*)
-877 .. 1 -875 .. 2

It is clear that the variables available for describing
destination attractiveness explain a large amount of the
aggregate attractiveness measure, but more import.ant,ly can be
identified in the manner suggested" This indicates that the
aggregate measure obtained does in fact repr'esent a composite
of a set of individual destinat,ion descriptors even though it
is apparent that those available do not fully describe
destination attractiveness" The final test, is to see how well
the individual measures perform in the destination choice model.

Table 5: Destination choice model using attributes identified
from regression analysis using aggregate attractiveness

measure

It may be observed that the above relationship includes
a variable not previously used (VAR(22), but does not contain
two others used in the original model (VAR(8) and VAR(4)). An
attempt to include all 5 variables in the original model failed
because of the non-linearity pr'oblem previously referenced.
It was possible to estimate the model using 4 of the 5 var'iables,
and the result,s of the resulting best model are given in Table 5
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In interpreting these results, it must be remembered that
the analysis start,ed with a great deal of prior information;
particularly, a lengthy analysis had resulted in the isolation
of what was expected to be the IIbest" set of attraction variables"
In the event, the above analysis was able to px'ovide further
improvement" The resulting set of variables, while only
containing one new var"iable subst,ituted fox a previous one, is

l47
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CONCLUSIONS

AGGREGATE ATTRACTION MEASURES
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Secondly, the aggregate measure obtained can be used at
a later stage and outside the main stream of model development
to assist in the isolation of a more detailed set of
descriptors of destination attractiveness. This may be of use
if there is interest in the effect of these measures on
individual choice, for policy manipulation purposes.. These
measures can subsequently be used for a more refined specification
of the destination choice model. The result in the case study
reported was a model that was slightly worse than that, including
the single measure of aggregate attractiveness, but slightly
better than that developed from trial and error alone"

A number of conclusions are evident from the foregoing
analyses" Firstly, it is apparent that an aggregate measure
of destination attractiveness can be recovered directly from
observations of dest,ination choice" This measure is sufficiently
free of the accessibility influences from the remainder of the
aggregate model to enable its use in a disaggregate model of
individual destination choice., Its use in this way bypasses
the many problems associated with the collection of a larger
set of data describing all relevant attributes of the destination
choice set, and associated model estimation difficulties.. As
well as significantly reducing labour and cost, it also has the
potential of improving model performance. In a linked set
of models of which the destination choice component is one of
the first estimated, this may result in an overall improvement

in performance ..

This analysis validates the final assertion made about
the procedure, that once the aggregate measure has been obtained,
a separate analysis can be undert,aken to isolate the relevant
variables contributing to the explanation of destination
attractiveness" The resulting variables can then be input, if
desired, into the destination choice model, to provide extra
information that may be necessary for policy analysis" However,
this step may be taken outside the mainstream of model
development" This reduces the labour and time associated with
development but does not limit, the ultimat,e usefulness of the

model set"

oveIall, it may be seen that the approach suggested
per'forms well, and has the potential of considerably reducing
the costs of development, and improving the performance of models
of discretionary travel behaviour" The examples referenced
are all of outdoor recreational travel, bu~more importantly
the proceduIe may be of use for models of shopping travel"
There is much to be gained from the furtheI' investigation and

implementation of the procedure"

such that a minor model improvement is afforded, and all variables
are now signif~cant" These :r:esults are due to the extensive
co.rrelatons beJeeD the variables referenced previously 1 which
also give rise 0 some degree of parameter instability between
models of diffe ent specifications"
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APPENDIX A

DESTINATION ATTRACTION DATA

DESCRIPTION

Total population

population Density

population in Major Towns

Total Land Area

Total Wat,er Area

Total No" Named Lakes

Total No.. Lakes (Named and Unnamed)

Area of Named Lakes

Area of Total Lakes

No" of Lakes with Public Access

Total No., of Beaches

No" of Public Beaches

Total Beach Area

Area public Beaches

Total No" swimming Pools

Total No" Public Swirmning Pools

Total Area Pools

Area Public Pools

Length of Canoe Streams

No" Boating Access Sites

Area of Great Lakes for Boating

Lake AIea for Boating

River Area for Boating

Length Trout Streams

Length Warmwater Streams

Area Trout Lakes

No a Public Camp Si tes

Area public Camp si t,es

Total No" Camp Sites

Area Public Camp sites

No" of Picnic Grounds

Area of picnic G.t'ounds

Public Hunting Area

Total Hunting Area

No" of Public Hunting Grounds

No" of state, County, Fed" Rec
n

Areas

+50

UNITS

Millions

*!sq" mile

Millions

acres x 10
6

acres x 10
3

acres x

acres x

acres

acres

acres

acres

miles

acres c 10
3

acres x 10
3

acres x 10
3

miles

miles

acres

acres

acres

acres

acres x 10
3

acres x 10
3


